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PARAMETER UNIT VALUE

Material Steel grade S235JR

Coverage Type 350 module roofing tiles

Step dimension [mm] About 170 x 256

Strength of elements [norm] EN 516:2007

Non-slip surface YES

Corrosion protection Hot-dip galvanized 

UV resistance Resistance

Colour [RAL]

Galvanized steel; wallred 8004; brown 
8017; brown 8019; anthracite 7016; 
graphit 7024; black 9005; cherry 3004; 
chestnut 3009; cherry 3011

Packaging Weight [kg] ca. 5

Package [pcs]
1 STEP + 1 SUPPORT METAL 350  
+ 2 screws

TECHNICIAL DATA SHEET

 Advantages:

• Ready-to-install set

• Double anti-corrosion protection

• For profiled metal roof coverings 

- 350° module roofing tiles

The Eurovent STEP SET METAL 350 is a chimney step in a complete 

assembly set consisting of the Eurovent® SUPPORT METAL 350 

adapter and the Eurovent® STEP chimney step. The elements made 

of galvanized steel form a complete system for safe traffic on the 

roof slope with an angle of 15˚ to 60˚. The product features anti-

slip corrugations on the whole surface and a hand grip. The set 

is available in several colour versions painted with powder paint 

according to RAL chart.

Eurovent STEP SET METAL 350
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* to order
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Eurovent STEP SET METAL 350

Included information, advices and guidance is given based on our best knowledge, researches, experience and in good faith. We are 
not be held responsible for the consequences of improper or incorrect use of our products. Each user of the product shall ensure, in 
every possible way, including checking the end-product in given conditions, that the provided product is suitable to reach objectives he 
pursues.

Product information can be found on the website: www.eurovent.de Data aktualizacji: 02/2021
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Application:

The Eurovent STEP SET METAL 350 chimney step is used as a roof communication element that enables safe 

foot traffic of a chimney sweeper on the chimney area. The set consists of 2 complete steps and includes all 

the elements needed to install two chimney steps. Due to the wide range of adapters, the product can be ad-

justed to almost any type of roofing. It is recommended to install it on roof slopes with an angle of 15˚ to 60˚.

Storage / transport:

The product should be stored under roof in dry, damp-free rooms, protected from direct UV radiation. 

Product can be deformed, disfigured or suffer from damages of galvanized/paint coating if put under 

high pressure. Therefore it is unadvised to stack the product with other heavy products (both in 

storage and in transport). It is recommended to transport the product with use of covered means 

of transport, in manner that protects them from damage. During the transport safety regulations 

have to be observed. The product should be protected from chemical agents, in particular solvent-

based substances, as they can reduce technical parameters of the product or permanently damage it.  

The product is under warranty, providing that the guidelines included in technical data sheet are being obeyed. 

We reserve the right to refuse a complaint recognition in case of not following these guidelines.

Fitting:

The step is fixed to the roof covering i.e. metal roof as well as to the batten by means of screws.


